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Intel 471 and ThreatStream Integration

Proactive Cybercriminal Intelligence

Intel 471
SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
• Automatically aggregate breaking

cybercriminal activity from numerous
sources
• Access insights into advanced

malware, ransomware, phishing, and
malicious infrastructure
• Pivot, investigate, and enrich any

observable with Intel 471’s actor-centric
intelligence
• Prioritize tracking of threat actors

targeting your organization and industry
• Automate sharing of; cybercriminal

The threat landscape is continually expanding and organizations are
under constant attack. Without actionable threat intelligence, these
organizations lack the necessary context to visualize what threats lie
on the horizon. Security teams need next-generation security
solutions to help them respond faster, defend proactively, and
protect efficiently.

Centralized Visibility into the
Underground
The joint Anomali and Intel 471 offering provides a window into the
elite cybercriminal underground within the Anomali ThreatStream
platform. This centralized threat intelligence solution provides
proactive and ground-breaking insights into top tier cybercriminals’
methodology for targeting organizations, assets, and people. Using
these products in tandem enables organizations to assess complex
security threats, threat actors, exploits, malware, and vulnerabilities
to make informed decisions. Ultimately, this joint offering allows
security teams to automatically integrate threat intelligence into
their internal security systems and prevent attacks before they occur.

threat information into your security
infrastructure
• Enact targeted alerting of

cybercriminal activity within
ThreatStream
• Disrupt or block attacks before they

are carried out
• Subscribe to Intel 471’s actor-centric

intelligence via Anomali Trusted Circles
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BENEFITS OF ANOMALI
• Easy-to-use interface to view threat
information received through
STIX/TAXII feeds
• Analyze and correlate data into
actionable information: SIEM rules,
reports, and dashboards
• Pinpoint IOC’s – quickly search for
a specific indicator, search for an
indicator type over a time range,
and drill-down into details
• Eliminate unnecessary, duplicative
and irrelevant indicators – before
they enter your infrastructure
• Identify and prioritize the events
that matter now – without DIY
scripting
• Machine-to-Machine learning
algorithms scale to accommodate
thousands of IOCs per minute
across your environment

Benefits of the Joint Offering
Intel 471’s rich, actor-centric threat intelligence offers insight into the
elite cybercriminal underground. The Anomali ThreatStream platform
provides a simple and effective method for collecting and
operationalizing threat intelligence.
Seamless and Automated
Anomali ThreatStream automatically ingests Intel 471’s premium
threat data in real-time and displays this data in one central location.
This saves security teams from the manual work of integrating threat
intelligence into security systems.
Actor-Centric Intelligence
Joint customers are able to take advantage of Intel 471’s actor-centric
intelligence. The combined solution provides proactive and focused
insight from a globally dispersed capability, fused with scalable
automated collection systems.

About Anomali

• Information reports from Intel 471’s
on the ground intelligence collectors

The Anomali suite of threat intelligence solutions empowers
organizations to detect, investigate and respond to active cybersecurity
threats. The award-winning ThreatStream threat intelligence platform
aggregates and optimizes millions of threat indicators, creating a
“cyber no-fly list.” Anomali integrates with internal infrastructure to
identify new attacks, searches forensically over the past year to
discover existing breaches, and enables security teams to quickly
understand and contain threats. Anomali also offers STAXX, a free tool
to collect and share threat intelligence, and provides a free, out of the
box intelligence feed, Anomali Limo. To learn more,
visit www.anomali.com and follow us on Twitter: @anomali.

• Breaking insight into malware,
ransomware, phishing and malicious
infrastructure

About Intel 471

BENEFITS OF INTEL 471

• Proactive indicators of threat
activity
• Prioritized tracking of threat actors
targeting your organization and
industry
• Ability to disrupt or block attacks
before they are carried out
• Emergency threat briefings and
regular customer calls

Intel 471 provides an actor-centric intelligence collection capability for
the world’s leading cyber threat intelligence teams. Our intelligence
collection focuses on infiltrating and maintaining access to closed
sources where threat actors collaborate, communicate and plan cyber
attacks. We are active in places where entry is highly guarded such as
underground marketplaces and other mediums where cybercriminals
communicate. Our global teams are physically situated around the
globe. We are in their homeland, we speak their language, we know
their culture and we know how they operate. Our team is comprised
of skilled and experience professionals from intelligence services,
military, law enforcement and private threat intelligence companies.
The mission of Intel 471 is to protect your organization, your products,
your assets and your people. To learn more, visit www.Intel471.com.

